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To Mateja
Zelo, zelo…

Preface

Since my return to studies as a mature student, I have been reading
the queen of sciences as the critical constant in pursuit of knowledge.
Whether conspicuous or concealed, ostentatious or reserved, decisive
or tentative, it unquestionably persists in reflection across a myriad of
milieus. One of the many that drew my attention—and I do not purport
to be a master of any—were its materialist incarnations full of daring and
exciting contemplations. Originally my doctoral thesis, the book before
the reader is an attempt to appropriate them in pursuit of a theology
that wants to learn just as Aquinas wanted to learn from Arab philosophy. Its translation into a manuscript has in no small way been a journey
of remembering the grounding and elan of my research into materialist
theology.
Canterbury, UK
June 2019

Bojan Koltaj
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